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ABSTRACT
We describe the Smart Ageing, a serious game in a 3D virtual
environment aimed at the early detection of Mild Cognitive
Impairments in persons ageing between 50 and 60, and at as-
sessing cognitive impairments in persons already diagnosed
or having neurodegenerative dementia. Smart Ageing is a
telematic system in which users realize a set of screening
tests structured in five daily-life tasks in a familiar envi-
ronment addressing various cognitive skills: memory, execu-
tive functions, divided attention, short-term and long-term
memory and spatial orientation and attention. The game
integrates novel accessibility features to make it usable by
seniors. Several indexes of evaluation are registered while
users perform the test, that provide a complete picture of
the user’s behavior during the game. The design and imple-
mentation of the game has been realized following a user-
centered agile methodology that has allowed to refine the
tasks and enhance the technology throughout the develop-
ment stage. The game is currently in a validation stage
on a sample of 1000 users. The results of the electronic
test are been compared to standard pen-based tests. We
except that the validation will confirm Smart Ageing as a
powerful screening tool for the early detection of cognitive
impairments on a wide scale, otherwise impossible using the
traditional pen-based test.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—complexity mea-
sures, performance measures
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a general agreement on the idea that playing can
boost brain functions and improve well-being [2]. Playing is
a pervasive cognitively demanding activity that, as shown
in a recent study [7], can yield to structural changes in the
brain. Serious Games (SG) designed on a hand-to-hand
collaboration between game developers and neuroscientists
can have a more effective impact on cognitive training than
purely leisure games [1].

In particular, SG potentially represent new and effective
tools in the management and treatment of cognitive impair-
ments in the elderly [3]. Indeed, there are evidences that
adults engaged in computer activities have decreased odds
of developing MCI [8] and that virtual reality-based memory
training can contribute to prevent memory decline [9] and
reduce depressive symptoms [5] in elderly adults.

Our hypothesis is that in addition to rehabilitation and
training, SG can also be an effective tool for the detection
of cognitive impairments and dementia. Therefore, they can
be used to perform large-scale, cheaper screening of the pop-
ulation over 50 yielding to earlier detections of cognitive im-
pairments and anticipated enrollment in rehabilitation pro-
grams.

On the basis of this hypothesis and with the ambition of
partially substituting pen-and-paper-based tests, we have
designed and implemented SmartAgeing, a web-based elec-
tronic test of Mild Cognitive Impairments (MCI) based on
the SG technology. In the development of this new technol-
ogy, we have faced various challenges to make it accessible
to a diversity of users most of them without computer skills.
We describe our solution in the next sections.

2. SCENARIO
The scenario represents a 3D home-like space (loft) provid-
ing a diversity of ambients in one room: dining room, sitting
room, bedroom and kitchen, plus a separate bathroom. It is
filled with furniture and objects that users can manipulate



Figure 1: A view of the virtual scenario

Figure 2: An example of integration of 2D tasks in
the 3D environment

virtually. This scenario provides means of developing very
varied exercises within the same space (see Figure 2).

The game is designed in a first-person perspective so the
player experiences the action through the eyes of an invisible
avatar. The player walks virtually in the environment and
interacts with the objects using a touch interface in order to
fulfill the tasks following written instructions that appear in
the bottom of the screen and in a side pop-up panel.

The actions are dimensionally congruent [4]: those related
with objects’ manipulation are done in 3D, but others that
are inherently 2D such as reading and writing are done using
2D interfaces launched from the 3D virtual environment.
As an example, in order to dial a telephone number, users
interact with the 3D model of the telephone. This causes the
display of a 2D view of the telephone where users can dial
the numbers very easily (see Figure 2). Once finished, the
game comes back to the last view of the 3D scenario. In this
way, the game naturally accommodates the two visualization
and interaction models within a same framework.

3. TASKS
The test consists of five tasks addressing different cogni-
tive functions: executive functions (reasoning and planning),
attention (selected and divided), memory (short and long
term, perspective), orientation (visuo-spatial). Table 5 sum-
marizes the tasks. The game starts with a traveling in the
environment to familiarize the user with it. During the trav-
eling, all the doors and drawers of the cupboards and furni-
ture of the loft are opened to show their content. Then, there
is a task of familiarization in which users practice the navi-

Figure 3: A view of task 1

gation and the selection of objects. After that, the first task
consists of finding in the environment the objects shown in
a panel at the left of the screen (see Figure 3). The image is
the panel is a representative view of the objects from which
they are clearly identifiable. The location of the objects in
the scenario is logical: there are placed at usual locations
in the real life. All the objects have been shown in their
current location in the initial traveling. The task requires
memory, spatial orientation and attention at the same time.

In the second task users are asked to turn on the radio and
listen. They must click a button each time they listen a given
word. After a while, they are required to continue marking
the word but meanwhile watering the flowers. To do so, they
must realize a sequential activity: pick the watering can, fill
it in the tap which requires to first turn on the faucet and
after turn it off, and finally, watering the flowers. Thus,
the task involves divided attention and executive planning
functions.

In the third task users are first warned to turn on the tele-
vision at the end of the task. Then, they must select the
agenda that is on top of the table near the bed. The se-
lection deploys a 2D interface where users must find the
telephone number of a given person. Then the telephone
number is shown and users learn it during a lapse of time.
After that, the game comes back to the 3D environment
where users select the telephone which, as mentioned be-
fore, results on the deployment of a 2D interface for dialing
(short-term-memory). At the end of the task users must re-
member to turn off the television (long-term memory). This
task involves memory and executive functions and selective
attention.

Finally tasks 4 and 5 are related to task 1. In task 4, the user
must identify the objects selected in task 1 from a 2D panel
. This task tests memory. In task 5 the user must re-do
the identification of objects in 3D as in task 1, but without
following instructions and without order. It is therefore a
long-term memory exercise coupled with spatial orientation
and attention.

4. USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE
The interface has been specially designed to make it ac-
cessible to older or non-expert users. Navigation in 3D is
probably the more difficult manipulation for users with no
experience in 3D gaming. To make the task accessible for
senior users, we have implemented an automatic navigation



Table 1: Tasks of the test
Description Cognitive function

Task 1: Identification
Identify the objects shown Memory

in the panel within Spatial orientation
the kitchen Attention

Task 2: Water the flowers
Turn on the radio. Executive functions

Press a button each time (planning)
you listen a specific word Divided attention

Meanwhile, water the flowers
Task 3: Phone call

Look for the telephone of Executive functions
of Mr. X in the phone book Selective attention

Memorize the number and call. Short-term and
At the end, turn-on the TV. long-term memory

Task 4: Selection
Click on the 12 objects Memory

identified in the first task
from a a 2D panel with 12

impostors
Task 5: Identification

Find the objects identified Long-term memory
in the first task without Spatial orientation

a help panel Attention

system [6]. Users just need to click on the location where
then want to go. The system computes automatically the
best path to reach this location and follows this path, by
simulating a translation on the floor’s plane at a constant
height. In this way, users have all the advantages of a 3D
environment, but they are not required to master locomo-
tion. To orient the camera at a still position they use a two
degrees-of-freedom interface allowing them to fix the pitch
and yaw angles (elevation and axial rotation of the head).
To prevent exaggerate elevations, a maximum pitch angle is
fixed. When the user is still, if the view orientation is not
horizontal, the system smoothly recovers the horizontallity.

In the first version of the game, the camera orientation was
done by mapping the mouse movement to pitch and yaw
rotations and the selection corresponded to clicks on the left
mouse button. However, the preliminary user tests showed
that elderly users had difficulties in managing the mouse.
Therefore, we have implemented a touch-screen version of
the interface. The 3D view is surrounded by a 2D frame.
Users touch the upper frame to elevate the head (pitch angle)
and the bottom frame to lower it. They touch the left and
right frame to rotate it (yaw angle). When needed for the
task, the frame incorporates a button image. In the 3D view,
users select an object by touching it.

5. INDICES AND VALIDATION
The game records all users actions. From these data, it com-
putes a set of indices for each task of the game separately.
At the end of the game these indices are parsed to give an
overall score of the patient’s cognitive skills. Currently, clin-
icians are working on the evaluation model, with the goal of
making it equivalent to standardized measures based on pen
and paper screening tests. Recording all the indices provides
flexibility in adjusting the model during the validation stage.

Table 2: Main indices registered for each task of the
game

Interactions
Number of navigation interactions

Number of interactions on 3D objects
Number of interactions on 2D objects

Number of interactions on 2D widgets (button)

Actions
Number of correct actions on time

Number of correct actions out-of-time
Number of incorrect actions

Navigation
Distance travel led

Time
Total

Per action
Void

Between interactions

Figure 4: A view of task 1

The parameters registered by the game are summarized in
Table 5. We differentiate between correct and incorrect ac-
tions. Correct actions can be done on time or within a pre-
defined delay. For instance, in task 1, identifying an object
is correct and on time if the picture of the object is shown in
the panel when the identification is done. It is correct but
not in time when it is identified after the object has been
shown and within a given delay. It is incorrect if the object
has never been shown before or when the delay has expired.

6. VALIDATION
The validation stage has just started with a in a large group
of 1000 users with a primary target group represented by
1000 persons 50-60 aged, 60 of which are already diagnosed
with MCI and/or neurodegenerative dementia. As shown in
Figure 6 in the validation stage, the evaluation model will be
refined to compute an score equivalent to standarized scores
for pen and pencil test. More details on the validation stage
will be given in the presentation and the extended version
of the paper.



7. CONCLUSIONS
The SmartAgeing serious game is a novel methodology to
detect cognitive impairments. Thanks to its accessibility
features, it brings a friendly and fun way of testing elderly
users. In addition, it brings an automatic way of reporting
the users performance through the registration of many run-
time parameters.

After the validation stage, we expect to be able to show its
efficacy and ecological value. Once deployed for large-scale
screening campaigns, it will require less resources both in
terms of time and human activity that current methodolo-
gies. Finally, the SmartAgeing scenario can also be used
to perform rehabilitation tasks for diagnosed patients. In
this case, it will provide a coherent environment that will
allow a continuous tracing of the patients evolution. We are
currently working on this extension of the system.
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